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Section One: Vocabulary  
1. We are always ready to.......... help to those in need of our services.  
1) indicate                   2) Append                    3) render                   4) compile  
2. Educational standards are........... year by year because of a lack of financial  
1) enforcing               2) degenerating                 3) distributing                    4) enhancing  
3. The .......of this fabric is very soft and comfortable, making it very pleasant to 
the touch.  
1) mixture              2) scheme                     3) theme                       4) texture  
4. The plan was........ on detail, leaving them wondering what to do next.  
1) vague                  2) Secure                        3) tense                        4) precise  
5. Shortage of energy may ............... economic growth and cause serious 
difficulties.  
1) refine                          2) seek                        3) submit                         4) retard  
6. The town was at first very .. ... but then fell into poverty and misery  
1) ambiguous                     2) classical                 3) Prosperous                      4) distorted  
7. it was like he wasn't really her child because she had no...... feeling for him at 
all.  
1) contradictory              2) maturational                   3) distorted                       4) mater 

در دسترس نمی باشد این سوال .8  

 این سوال در دسترس نمی باشد.9

 این سوال در دسترس نمی باشد .10
11. He's been on trial this month, and his .......... is now in the hands of the jury.  
1) identity                      2) Option                     3) fate                       4) maintenance  
12. If one thing is ...... to another, it is at an angle of 90 degrees to  
1) perpendicular                2) dissimilar              3) computational                  4) cyclical  
13. They need our help, but the ....... is also true: we need their help as well.  
1) analogy         2) displacement                3) computational                   4) converse  
14. Even today, many people still tend to..... To old values, traditions, and 
religious views  
1) proceed                   2) adhere                   3) evolve                  4) expand  
15. the law should be......by replacing the word "minor" with the word "child".  
1) prohibited                     2) integrated            3) Recovered                      4) amended   
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16. The player will.......... an operation and will be out for about 6 weeks.  
1) undergo                     2) approach                    3) comprise                  4) construct  
17. A dog was rescued from a house fire by firefighters wearing breathing........  
1) framework                    2) apparatus                    3) foundation             4) panel  
18. The goal of asking interview questions is to ......... information from the 
candidate. 
1) confirm                      2) conceive               3) suspend                         4) elicit  
19. These filtration systems can remove.........., such as lead and fluoride, from 
water.  
1) constructs                    2) constrains              3) contaminants                 4) components  
20. The mayor and other ........... authorities met on Thursday to discuss the 
progress of city projects.  
1) potential                  2) civic                     3) internal                           4) academic  
21. He was ....... from college for cheating on entrance exams.  
1)expelled                  2) Declined                 3) Disposed                      4) clarified  
22. The application uses a simple algorithm to check the ....... of the data on the 
storage device. 
1) residence                2) fluctuation                3) emergence                     4) integrity  
23. As a young boy, he was very athletic and had a(n) ......... talent for running  
1) margined                 2) Arbitrary                     3) Inherent                   4) empirical  
24. The ideas in..........attractive, but unlikely to work effectively  
1) insufficiently              2) superficially            3) Restrictively             4) periodically  
25. Unfortunately, most farmers use chemicals to control.............on their farms  
1) incidents                     2) droughts                  3) circumstances                   4) pests  
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Section Two: Structure  
26. Most of the necessary nutrients our body needs........... from the foods we eat.  
1) obtained              2) to be obtained             3) are obtaining            4) can be obtained  
27. The history of textile is almost as old............ of human civilization  
1) as                   2) as that                        3) than                              4) the same  
28. Can you guess..........the sales documents?  
1) whom did they ask to prepare                  2) did they ask to prepare whom 
3) whom to prepare they asked                    4) whom they asked to prepare 
29. At no time ........... for your social security number or credit card information.  
1) will ask us           2) we don't ask              3) we will ask                4) will we ask 
30. The FDA recommended that the booster ......... six months after the second 
dose.  
1) given                  2) be given                   3) would give                        4) to give  
31. The doctor wanted to hospitalize her for a few days so that …………..some 
tests. 
1) he was running           2) to run              3) for him to run                 4) he could run  
32. I would rather do anything else.......... grade your final papers. 
1) than                 2) as                    3) to                          4) but 
33. He....... overtime every day for the past several months. 
1) had worked                          2) was working  
3) works                                   4) has been working  
34. This time, he didn't even pretend .............. empathy for migrant 
1) for having               2) having                       3) to have                         4) that had 
35.She ............ tired; she slept all the way to Oakland, Californian 
1) could have been                         2) should be 
3) must have been                           4) must be  
36. ........selected as one of the top 20 students pleased her parents 
1) While she was              2) That she was                  3) She was                4) she  
37. The match ........... unless the weather improves soon, 
1) has delayed                              2) had been delayed  
3) would delay                             4) will have to be delayed  
38. It's possible for dolphins to stay under water........... 15 minutes before needing 
a breath. 
1) so long that                   2) as long as                  3) until                    4) as soon as  
39. Generally speaking, Florida has........... weather than the rest of the US.  
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1) much warmer                 2) the warmer               3) the warmest                4) warmest 
40. ........ to accept the other job offer, please let me know.  
1) You should decide                           2) You decide  
3) Should you decide                           4) Have you decided  
41. Neither the officers nor the suspect........... injured.  
1) were                     2) weren't                      3) was                         4) wasn't  
42. During the summer, I lost 20 pounds and began........... three days, running 
three days, and taking a day off. 
1) working out                   2) to work out            3) workout                 4) worked out  
43. Guests at Walt Disney World are not required to wear masks............ 
1) no longer                        2) no more                  3) any longer                    4) any long 
44. Even since I ....... making others feel great about themselves 
1) am a child, I've enjoyed                       2) am a child, I will enjoy  
3) was a child, I enjoyed                          4) was a child, I've enjoyed  
45. Production increased by 1.5% after ........... of the new assembly line 
1) introduction             2) introducing             3) introducing that         4) the introduction  
46. It is quite likely that the peace talks........ 
1) will fail                2) fail                       3) failing                         4) had been failed  
47. This country.......... One of the oldest parliaments in the world, 
1) believed to have                             2) believing to have had  
3) is believed to have                          4) has believed in having  
48. The exhibition this year will differ from previous years .... all the exhibitors 
are local artists. 
1) as if                      2) in that                     3) providing                    4) however 
49. Steve encouraged all his friends and neighbors ........ their laptops from the 
same company.  
1) to buy                    2( bought                     3( buy                         4( buying  
50. he path was very dark............ we managed to find our way.  
1) for                      2) so                          3) yet                       4) or  
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 (EPT)ویژه آزمون  EPTگنجینه تست ادوار گذشته آزمون کتاب 
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Section Three: Error recognition  
51.  
1) The squirrel curled into a ball, using its tail as a blanket.  
2) Many trees are sensitive to having their roots disturb.  
3) There were no deaths the last time it erupted, in January.  
4) It's the camera that many shooters have been waiting for. 
52.  

(1 Everyone is taking climate change seriously, aren't they?  
(2 It's a real holiday in the United Kingdom and other countries.  
(3 He pulled out a pile of paper from his pocket and held them out  
(4 I wish you hadn't asked me that question; It was so hard.  

53.  
1) We have not been able to independence verify Williamson's claims.  
2) The mobile applications s are changing the way we live, play, and learn.  
3) At Semeru's top is a dome of lava that is too thick to flow.  
4) We've been producing plastic in huge quantities since the 1940s.  
54.  
1) There was a whole load of trouble a good rider could get into out here.  
2) A leisurely hike turned into a 5-day nightmare after we took a wrong turn.  
3) It is about telling the story of people who have been silenced.  
4) Beside taking care of the children, she also runs a successful business.  
55.  
1) If you want a real challenge, you can opt for the 1000-piece version.  
2) It helps kids build a robotic hand that copies the movements of a real hand.  
3) in 2021, global demand for it increased by 21% from the previous year.  
4) Every year, he brought each of the nurse a big box of dark chocolate.  
56.  
1) A tattoo can be a public sign to show what is important in a person's life.  
2) As it dissolves, it releases essential oils and scents like menthol into the air.  
3) Trans fat is the worst type of fat which triggers weight gain around the belly.  
4) The website sells beautiful hand make objects such as prints and calendars.  
57.  
1) I personally think it was a little silly of her to answer the question that way.  
2) If you're throwing a party, this outdoor game will get it started over the right foot.  
3) There is a possibility prices will just keep on dropping in the run-up to Christmas.  
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4) Around the country, schools and other organizations are starting public events 
58.  
1) This year, many kids returned to in-person classes after months of remote learning  
2) The goal was to create a technology that's not just a device but a friend.  
3) if your score is enough high, you will be invited to take a qualifying test.  
4) This lets workers stay in touch in noisy places, such as a construction site.  
59.  
The desire to be accepted by one's friends a great influence on what a person does.  
Carter lifted his hat as if he were waiting for an appointment with the town priest.  
By 2029, the company hopes to be flying full-size planes that can carry 88 passengers.  
The Silver Jubilee bridge now looks impressive again after having new paintwork. 
60.  
1) Why have they tore up the newspapers?  
2) Reading is a challenge for millions of people.  
3) This helps it move from branch to branch.  
4) For me, it's about making the invisible visible 
61. 
1) Mike came by later while Sam was chopping wood.  
2) The hotel prefers guests which stay for a short time.  
3) You can listen to music while you get things done  
4) She is the first black woman to hold this position  
62.  
1) The stealing painting was replaced with an exact copy.  
2) You can still get them on sale right now for $179.  
3) Either way, it is not the most addictive drug. 
 4) He's one of the engineers who worked on the product.  
63.  
1) Would you mind watching my pet parrot while I'm out.  
2) Less people can mean less light, air, or water pollution.  
3) He is the nation's top expert on infectious diseases.  
4) Emma's skin was already turning reddish in the June sun.  
64.  
1) It's a great way to pass the time on a bus or subway.  
2) What did the teacher say about your missed the test yesterday?  
3) Young people often belong to a certain group of friends.  
4) They'd been postponed for a year because of the pandemic. 
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65. 
1) They dropped in price a number of times throughout the year.  
2) Even the fences were barely visible from where they stood.  
3) if you need complete darkness to sleep, this eye mask can help.  
4) Julie's part-time work experience earned herself a full-time position. 
 

Section Two: Section Four: Reading Comprehension Passages  
Passage 1 
Philo Taylor Farnsworth was just 14 when he had the idea that would shape the rest 
of his life. Farnsworth, had aspired to be an inventor since the age of six. By the end 
of his life, he would hold more than 300 patents related to television and other matters. 
On August 26, 1930, he received a patent for the first totally electronic television 
system, about a decade after first having the idea that under laid his invention.  
Farnsworth wasn't the first person to dream up television-but, importantly, he was the 
first person to find a way to make it work without a mechanical aspect. The biggest 
problem that inventors faced was how to transmit image data. Farnsworth's central 
innovation was to imagine a way of doing it that relied on electronic technology alone, 
and so wasn't slowed down by the abilities of a mechanical image-transmitting system 
like the ones used by earlier television developers.  
Farnsworth dreamed up his own idea for electronic-rather than mechanical-television 
while he was plowing the family's new farm in Idaho. As he plowed the potato field, 
he glanced back at the long, straight furrows he had just dug and was struck with an 
inspiration. He envisioned a system that would break an image into horizontal lines 
and reassemble those lines into a picture at the other end Only electrons could capture, 
transmit, and reproduce a clear moving figure. Electrons moved so fast that answer 
image could manifest itself this way in a wink. This eureka experience happened at 
the age of 14.  
Brilliant, young, and backed by wildcat investors, Farnsworth predated the te 
innovators of Silicon Valley. On September 3, 1928, a photograph of him appeared in 
the San Francisco Chronicle alongside bold type hailing the young genius who was 
quietly working away in his San Francisco laboratory on his revolutionary light 
machine. Just 22 years old, he had recently grown a mustache to mask his youth 
Later, the parallel to modern-day Silicon Valley extended to Farnsworth's ownership 
of his work. Explaining his invention to the Times in 1930, Farnsworth said it would 
work with existing broadcast technology, which was central to its appeal and also 
made TV commercially viable. But that also got the attention of RCA, which had a 
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near monopoly on radio broadcast technology and which sued him for patent 
infringement. Eventually RCA lost. The court declared Farnsworth the inventor of 
electronic television That left RCA no real choice if it wanted to begin selling 
televisions; RCA was forced to pay patent royalties to Farnsworth. Their battle had 
similar parallels to the modern-day case between Bill Gates and Netscape, a tiny 
Silicon Valley startup.  
Also like the tech innovators of Silicon Valley, Fransworth thought his invention had 
utopian prospects. "If we were able to see people in other countries and learn about 
our differences, why would there be any misunderstandings?" he asked. "War would 
be a thing of the past." 
66. By the phrase "the parallel to modern-day Silicon Valley" in paragraph 5 
line 1, the Writer is referring to……….....  
1) Microsoft               2) Netscape                      3) RCA                    4) early Silicon 
Valley 
67. In order to position itself as the leader in commercial television, RCA........  
1) started to work on its own electronic television  
2) invested on enhanced versions of mechanical television  
3) started a new legal fight over Farnsworth's patents  
4) paid for a license to use Farnsworth's television patents  
68. The word "viable" in paragraph 5 line 4 is closest in meaning to..... 
1) focused           2) undesirable              3) profitable            4) sensitive  
69. Farnsworth's newly invented television system was appealing because........  
1) it could work with existing broadcasting networks  
2) it had a monopoly on broadcasting technology  
3) it was a legally patented television technology  
4) it came with a unique design  
70. Farnsworth thought that television would do all of the following EXCEPT... 
1) Bring about world peace  
2) Help us learn about the past  
3) Reduce misunderstandings 
4) Give opportunity to discover differences  
71. It can be inferred from paragraph 6 that……………… 
1) techno-utopianism is part of the culture of Silicon Valley  
2) Farnsworth's invention was bought by Silicon Valley  
3) a utopian society is the one in which every family has a TV set 
4) Silicon Valley manufactures best television sets  
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72. The most suitable title for this passage is..........  
1) The Farm boy Who Invented Electronic Television  
2) Philo T. Farnsworth's Greatest Inventions  
3) The War over Electronic Television  
4) The Most Famous Tech Innovators of Silicon Valley  
73. The image-transmission system used in the mechanical television....... 
1) relied on electrons                         2) broke the image into lines  
3) was relatively slow                        4) used more energy 
74. Farnsworth's inspiration for the electronic television came from…………..  
1) the experiments he carried out in the lab  
2) the furrows he created while plowing  
3) the parallel lines he drew  
4) his works on electrons 
 75. The word "itself" in paragraph 3 line 7 refers to ……..  
1) image                  2) field                     3) experience                         4) electron 
Passage 2  
Of the many systems of personality description and prediction that predate modem 
psychology, the most popular by far, is astrology. The basic hypothesis underlying 
astrology is quite straightforward: it is based on the notion that the positions and 
movements of celestial bodies, including sun and moon as well as the stars and 
planets, at the moment of birth exert a profound influence on personality and the 
course of one's life. This idea dates to the early days of astronomical observation, a 
time when nothing was known of interstellar distances or of the actual nature of the 
stars. The recorded history of astrological forecasting dates back at least 3,000 years 
to the Chaldeans and Assyrians. The twelve-sign zodiac, known as sun-sign astrology 
and so familiar to modern newspaper readers, was already in use in Babylon by about 
450 BCE.  
As one of the many objections that can be made to astrology, perhaps basic astronomy 
and physics are the best place to start. As every junior-high science student knows, 
the universe is in constant motion, with celestial bodies forever moving further apart 
from each other. The resulting changes in bodies' positions relative to each other are 
slow and subtle, but they add up over time. Because of a phenomenon known as 
precession of the equinoxes, for example, key elements of the position of the 
constellations in the sky have moved westward approximately 30 degrees in the last 
two millennia. What this means in layman's terms is that the constellations of the 
zodiac no longer correspond to the regions of the map named for them. Thus, an 
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ancient Babylonian born on the same day of the year as the reader of this text was 
born under a different sign, but basic sun-sign astrology has not changed to reflect 
this. Some astrologers are, of course, aware of this and draw their charts according to 
the sidereal year rather than the solar year, which takes these changes into account.  
A further problem arises when other changes in astrological knowledge are 
considered. By the twenty-first century man had discovered several more planets in 
the solar system that were unknown to the ancient Babylonians, including Pluto, one 
that was discovered more than two thousand years after the sun s astrologers have 
come to include Pluto in their calculations, but they still fail to take into signs were 
designated. Some account the many other celestial phenomena that have been 
discovered in the intervening millennia. 
Physics is no more likely to support the basic premises of astrology: gravitational pull, 
the only logical way for a star to exert an influence on other bodies, decreases 
proportionally with distance. It is a matter of fairly simple calculation to demonstrate 
that smaller objects, including the people present at the birth, would exert a 
gravitational pull on the newborn child several orders of magnitude greater than that 
provided by even the nearest stars. 
Despite the fact that there is scarcely a piece of scientific evidence in its favor, 
astrology continues to be enormously popular. Nowhere was the gap between 
evidence and practice clearer than in the Reagan White House, where, apparently, 
Ronald Reagan's schedule was partly determined via the First Lady's consultations 
with an astrologer. 
76. In order to compensated for the changes caused by the precession of the 
equinoxes, some astrologers perform their calculations using.  
1) the Babylonian chart                             2) the solar year  
3) the sidereal year                                    4) imaginary situations  
77. According to paragraph 3, one problem with the sun-sign astrology is that it 
does NOT........  
1) include only newly discovered stars and planets  
2) predict anything about a person's future occupation  
3) use the original zodiac signs 
4) represent the concept of astrology  
78. The basic principle of astrology is that astronomical bodies influence our 
personality though .........  
1) the energy the absorb                          2) the light they emit  
3) their gravity                                         4) their mass 
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79. It can be concluded from paragraph 4 that the gravitational pull of  
1) an object depends on its shape and its movement speed  
2) a person delivering a newborn baby is greater than that of Mars  
3) a star or a planet is in its highest point at the moment of birth  
4) a planet is much greater than that of a star  
80. The writer refers to "the Reagan White House" in paragraph 5 line 3 in order 
to show that astrology .........  
1) is supported by pieces of evidence from physics  
2) is actually a political phenomenon  
3) is very common despite the lack of scientific evidence  
4) has its roots and foundations in western culture 
81. The writer's attitude toward astrology is......  
1) critical              2) amusing                     3) cheerful                    4) admiring  
82. Which of the following best describes the organization of the passage?  
1) A generalization about the effects of stars and planets on our body  
2) A presentation of techniques employed by astrologers  
3) A description of astrology followed some arguments against  
4) A comparison between astrology, astronomy, and physics  
83. It can be inferred from paragraph 1 that astrology was basically created 
based  
1) some astronomical misconceptions  
2) the beliefs about the origins of human life  
3) the actual positions of heavenly bodies  
4) some scientific findings in astronomy 
84. All of the following are true about astrology and its principles EXCEPT..........  
1) It is a system to describe a person's personality  
2) All Celestial bodies can exert influence on us during adulthood  
3) Zodiac signs were created and used by Babylonians  
4) Belief in astrology persists in modern times  
85. As a result of the precession of the equinoxes...........  
1) astrological predictions have been proven to be amazingly accurate  
2) celestial bodies have stopped moving away from each other  
3) the signs in the astrological chart do not match the real sky any more  
4) many astronomical bodies have lost much of their gravitational force 
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«پاسخنامه کلیدی»  

 

 

 

 

 پاسخ صحیح سوال پاسخ صحبح سوال پاسخ صحیح سوال

1 3 31 4 61 2 

2 2 32 1 62 1 

3 4 33 4 63 2 

4 1 34 3 64 2 

5 4 35 3 65 4 

6 3 36 2 66 4 

7 3 37 4 67 4 

8 - 38 2 68 3 

9 - 39 1 69 2 

10 - 40 3 70 2 

11 3 41 3 71 1 

12 1 42 1 72 1 

13 4 43 3 73 3 

14 2 44 4 74 2 

15 4 45 4 75 1 

16 1 46 1 76 3 

17 2 47 3 77 1 

18 4 48 2 78 3 

19 3 49 1 79 1 

20 2 50 3 80 3 

21 1 51 2 81 1 

22 4 52 3 82 4 

23 3 53 1 83 3 

24 2 54 4 84 2 

25 4 55 4 85 3 

26 4 56 4 86  

27 2 57 2 87  

28 4 58 3 88  

29 4 59 1 89  

30 2 60 1 90  



 
 
 

 
 

  Ph.Dنگاهی نو به دکتری تخصصی 
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         arman.pajouhan                  www.armanpajouhan.com 

     02166497602 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

به صورت  EPTبرای شرکت در کلاس های آموزش 

  "حضوری، آنلاین و خصوصی"

تماس  02166497602تنها کافیست با شماره تماس 

در یکی از  09901102460به شماره حاصل فرمایید یا 

 )واتس آپ، تلگرام، ایتا، آی گپ( پیام رسان های 

 .پیام ارسال فرمایید
 


